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Abstract In the field of molecular biology, extending now to the
more comprehensive area of systems biology, the development
of computer models for synthetic cell simulation has accelerated
extensively and has begun to be used for various purposes, such as
biochemical analysis. These models, describing the highly efficient
environmental searching mechanisms and adaptability of living
organisms, can be used as machine-control algorithms in the
field of systems engineering. To realize this biomimetic intelligent
control, we require a stripped-down model that expresses a series
of information-processing tasks from stimulation input to movement.
Here we selected the bacterium Escherichia coli as a target organism
because it has a relatively simple molecular and organizational
structure, which can be characterized using biochemical and genetic
analyses. We particularly focused on a motility response known as
chemotaxis and developed a computer model that includes not only
intracellular information processing but also motor control. After
confirming the effectiveness and validity of the proposed model by
a series of computer simulations, we applied it to a mobile robot
control problem. This is probably the first study showing that a
bacterial model can be used as an autonomous control algorithm. Our
results suggest that many excellent models proposed thus far for
biochemical purposes can be applied to problems in other fields.
1 Introduction
The development of synthetic cell simulation software [22] has accelerated greatly in recent years
and has begun to be used for various purposes, such as the analysis of biochemical responses. It is
effective to focus on a protozoan and a unicellular organism as the target of the modeling study,
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because the outcome of information processing within a cell body can be studied from its movement. In
fact, although bacteria have the simplest molecular structure and organization of all free-living organ-
isms, they can still change their swimming direction autonomously, depending on environmental stimuli.
In addition, they have an adaptation mechanism for detecting new environmental stimuli when identical
stimuli continue to be present and they lack reactions or can ignore such continuous stimuli. Such au-
tonomous and adaptive behavior, which allows bacteria to accumulate around attractants and escape
from repellents, is generally termed chemotaxis [4, 5, 13, 15, 18, 20, 24, 25]. It is interesting to note that
in chemotaxis the intracellular information processed from stimulus reception to motor control is
achieved by the involvement of several proteins. Bacteria achieve information processing corresponding
to various stimuli by effectively using limited amounts of these molecular components.

Several computer models have been developed that deal with bacterial chemotaxis [4, 5, 13, 15, 18,
20, 24, 25] or adaptation [19, 26]. In particular, E-CELL [27, 33, 34] is a representative software system
that deals withEscherichia coli as a target organism. This software has enabled simulation of the metabolic
system. Additionally, Bray et al. [6–10] have presented computer models to reproduce an intracellular
information process identical to that in an actual living bacterium. Hauri and Ross [12] constructed a
model based on the adaptation mechanism. Barkai and Leibler [1] reported that the adaptation mech-
anism of bacterial chemotaxis is robust and is represented as a biochemical network of interactions.
Hazelbauer [14] developed a program that incorporates both spatial locations of protein components
and diffusion of the components within a cell and conducted a series of simulations focusing on the
distribution of protein components.

From the systems engineering viewpoint, a model of an organism that includes such excellent envi-
ronmental searchingmechanisms and adaptability can be considered as amachine control algorithm. The
most important difference of such a biomimetic algorithm from a conventional algorithm is that it does
not require the user to program in detail appropriate instructions for each possible occasion. That is, the
machine can behave well even in unknown environments by using an organism-like flexible information-
processing algorithm. Biomimetic control may enable us to reduce the programming cost, and this is
considered a great benefit in machine control. Therefore, here we will consider a method for biomimetic
intelligent control. Nevertheless, to achieve this biomimetic control, we do not require a detailed model
such as previous network system models containing hundreds of components and specialized for
stages of information processing. Rather, we present a stripped-down model that expresses a series of
information-processing tasks from stimulation input to movement. Therefore, in this study we con-
structed a simple model of E. coli based on the entire signal transduction process from external stimuli
input to the motion signal for the flagellum motor.

This exercise facilitated the development of a bacterial model for the computer simulation of
chemotaxis. The results of these simulations were then compared with the chemotactic behavior
of E. coli in vivo to demonstrate the effectiveness and validity of the proposed computer model.
Finally, the proposed model was applied to a motor control problem for mobile robots and showed
that the chemotactic algorithm of the bacterial cell could be used successfully to achieve that kind of
behavior in mobile robots.
2 Bacterial Chemotaxis and Signal Transduction
2.1 Bacterial Chemotaxis
E. coli has several spiral flagella, whose length is several times that of the bacterium (approximately 2 Am
long). It regulates flagellar rotation to swim toward regions with a high concentration of chemoattrac-
tants. During swimming, a driving force is generated as the flagella rotate in the counterclockwise di-
rection, whereas in the tumbling state the flagella rotate in the clockwise direction, causing bacteria to
tumble, or gyrate randomly [2]. Moreover, because these microorganisms are small, they also show ran-
dom movements from the effects of Brownian motion.

Bacteria can detect the spatial gradients of chemoattractants by monitoring their change in con-
centration. Chemotaxis is the process by which bacteria migrate through the concentration gradients
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of chemoattractants and repellents. This is a rapid process that occurs within 1 s after the cells have
been subjected to a chemical stimulus. Chemotaxis has assumed a special role in providing insight into
the intracellular signal transduction network of simple living organisms. Computer-assisted capillary
techniques [3, 21] have been developed to measure bacterial chemotaxis. In these methods, digital im-
age processing is used to determine the number of bacterial cells accumulating around the mouth of a
capillary that contains the chemical compound under test, embedded in agarose gel. Bacteria can also
adapt to the continued presence of an environmental stimulus (adaptation) [19, 26]. This is an impor-
tant process for the detection of new environmental stimuli.
2.2 Molecular Signal Transduction in the Bacterial Cell
Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of chemotactic signal transduction inE. coli. First, sensors on the
cell surface receive environmental stimuli, and these are then converted to internal signals by chemo-
tactic transducers, which can also sense various types of chemical stimuli directly. After amplification
and integration, the internal signals are transmitted through the intracellular signal transduction pathway
to the flagellar motors. The components of this pathway are regulated by phosphorylation and dephos-
phorylation of proteins, and they act by chemical diffusion between the proteins [20].

A transducer allows the cells to modulate their behavior in response to external stimuli. Seven states
are recognized : [I], [ II], [III ], [ IV], [II′], [ III′], and [IV′] as shown in Figure 1. State [I ] is the initial state
of the transducer, and its intracellular structure is transformed to [II] → [ III ] → [ IV] by binding of
the chemoattractant (Atr in the figure). There are reversible responses in the [I ] → [ II] and [III ] →
[IV] transformations. On the other hand, when a chemical repellent (Rpl in the figure) binds to the trans-
ducer in the initial state [I], the transformation progresses as [II′] → [ III′] → [ IV′]. External signals
are transmitted to the intracellular chemotaxis proteins via a chain of these structural transformations
[14, 24, 26].

The intracellular signal transduction pathway involves at least five chemotactic proteins: CheY,
CheZ, CheA, CheB, and CheW [4, 20]. When the transducer receives signal information regarding
Figure 1. Schematic of chemotactic signal transduction in E. coli. Sensors on the cell surface receive environmental stimuli, and
the stimulation signals are then converted to internal signals by chemotactic transducers. After amplification and integration,
the internal signals are transmitted through the intracellular signal transduction pathway to the flagellar motors. The trans-
ducer allows the cells to modulate their behavior in response to external stimuli. It has seven states: [I], [II], [III], [IV], [II′],
[III′], and [IV′], encoded by the chemotaxis genes. The solid lines in this figure show chemical reactions. It should be noted
that the coefficients indicated by the arrows with the dashed lines change depending on the concentrations of the
corresponding transducer states and proteins in the cell body.
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an environmental stimulus, it forms a complex with CheW and converts the external signals to internal
signals through the phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of CheA. There are two pathways for in-
tracellular signal transduction starting from phosphorylated CheA (CheA-P in the figure). The first orig-
inates from the flagellar motor via CheY. In the CheY → CheY-P response, the bacterial cell tends to
assume the swimming state when the concentration of CheY-P is low, and the tumbling state when the
concentration of CheY-P is high. Therefore, it can be considered that the ratio of the concentrations of
CheY and CheY-P function as a command signal to the flagellar motor. The second pathway that is
initiated via CheB is used to provide intracellular information feedback to the transducer. These two
pathways are controlled by the transducers [II], [ II′], [ IV ], and [IV′]. The dephosphorylation of CheA
is accelerated in states [II ] and [IV′], whereas the phosphorylation of CheA is accelerated in states [IV]
and [II′]. As a result, the ratio of CheY to CheY-P changes, thereby modulating bacterial behavior.

These signal transductions are performed rapidly; the response of a bacterial cell to chemoattractants
is typically observed within 1 s after stimulus reception. In one constructed model, the time required for
intracellular signal transduction was observed to be approximately 0.2 s [19].
3 Description of a Model of the Bacterial Motor Control System

The proposed model consists of the following three components: (1) a transducer component that
senses chemical concentrations in the environment and transmits external signals to the cell body,
(2) an intracellular signal network component that calculates commands to the flagellar motor according
to the signals, and (3) a flagellar motor control component that determines the swimming direction.

3.1 Transducer Component
Based on molecular evidence [15, 24], because the transducer exhibits seven states, [ I ] through [IV ]
and [II′] through [IV′] as shown in Figure 1, the transformation of the states is represented by the
following equations:

C 1̇ðtÞ ¼ v41ðtÞC4ðtÞ þ v4′1C4′ðtÞ þ v21C2ðtÞ þ v2′1C2′ðtÞ − fv12CatrðtÞ þ v12′CrplðtÞgC1ðtÞ; ð1Þ

C 2̇ðtÞ ¼ v12C1ðtÞCatrðtÞ − v21C2ðtÞ − v23C2ðtÞ; ð2Þ
C 3̇ðtÞ ¼ v23C2ðtÞ − v34C3ðtÞ þ v43C4ðtÞCatrðtÞ; ð3Þ
C 4̇ðtÞ ¼ v34C3ðtÞ − v43C4ðtÞCatrðtÞ − v41ðtÞC4ðtÞ; ð4Þ
C 2̇′ðtÞ ¼ v12′C1ðtÞCrplðtÞ − v2′1C2′ðtÞ − v2′3′ðtÞC2′ðtÞ; ð5Þ

C ̇3′ðtÞ ¼ v2′3′ðtÞC2′ðtÞ − v3′4′C3′ðtÞ þ v4′3′C4′ðtÞCrplðtÞ; ð6Þ

C 4̇′ðtÞ ¼ v3′4′C3′ðtÞ − v4′3′C4′ðtÞCrplðtÞ − v4′1C4′ðtÞ; ð7Þ

where Ci(t ) ≥ 0 [i ∈ (1, 2, 3, 4, 2′, 3′, 4′)] are the concentrations in each state at time t. Note that the
Arabic numerals here correspond to the states that are shown in Roman numerals, such as [I] and [I′].
Here Catr(t ) ≥ 0 and Crpl(t ) ≥ 0 are the concentrations of the chemoattractants and repellents, respec-
tively, and v12, v21, v23, v34, v43, v12′, v2′1, v3′4′, v4′3′, and v4′1 (≥0) are the invariable coefficients of the
transformation reaction from state [i ] to state [ j ] [i 6¼ j∈ (1, 2, 3, 4, 2′, 3′, 4′)]. The initial concentration
of state [I] is set as C1(0) = 5 AM. As initially all transducers are in state [I], the initial value of each
concentration can be given as C2(0) = C3(0) = C4(0) = C2′ (0) = C3′ (0) = C4′ (0) = 0 AM.

The transducer acts on itself according to the type of chemical stimulus and decodes the external
information regarding the concentrations of the stimulus in each state. The variable coefficients of
the transformation reaction are v41(t ) and v2′3′ (t ), and they are assumed to be in proportion to the
158 Artificial Life Volume 16, Number 2
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concentrations of phosphorylatedCheB (CheB-P),Cbp(t ). These are respectively defined by the following
equations:

v41ðtÞ ¼ f41CbpðtÞ; ð8Þ
v2′3′ðtÞ ¼ f2′3′CbpðtÞ; ð9Þ

where f41 and f2′3′ (≥0) are invariable coefficients.
3.2 Intracellular Signal Network Component
Because intracellular signals are processed by chemical reactions among proteins in the cell body
such as CheA and CheB, the reactions can be expressed by the following state equations:

C
.
apðtÞ ¼ vapðtÞCaðtÞ − fvypðtÞCyðtÞ þ vbpðtÞCbðtÞgCapðtÞ; ð10Þ

C
.
ypðtÞ ¼ vypðtÞCyðtÞCapðtÞ − vyzCypðtÞCzðtÞ − vyCypðtÞ; ð11Þ

C
.
bpðtÞ ¼ vbpðtÞCbðtÞCapðtÞ − vbCbpðtÞ; ð12Þ

C
.
aðtÞ ¼ vypðtÞCyðtÞCapðtÞ þ vbpðtÞCbðtÞCapðtÞ − vapðtÞCaðtÞ; ð13Þ

C
.
yðtÞ ¼ vyzCypðtÞCzðtÞ þ vyCypðtÞ − vypðtÞCyðtÞCapðtÞ; ð14Þ

C
.
bðtÞ ¼ vbCbpðtÞ − vbpðtÞCbðtÞCapðtÞ; ð15Þ

where Ca(t ), Cap(t ), Cb(t ), Cbp(t ), Cy(t ), Cyp(t ), and Cz (t ) are the chemical concentrations of the proteins
CheA, CheA-P, CheB, CheB-P, CheY, CheY-P, and CheZ, respectively, and vb, vy, and vyz (≥0) are the
invariable coefficients of the reactions between the proteins. The variable coefficient vap(t ) for the signal
input from the transducer is defined using the concentrations in states [II] and [IV] as follows:

vapðtÞ ¼ fapC4ðtÞ þ fap′C2′ðtÞ − faC2ðtÞ − fa′C4′ðtÞ þ kap; ð16Þ

where fap, fap′ , fa, and fa′ are invariable coefficients and kap is an invariable coefficient with respect to the
phosphorylation of CheA. The variable coefficients vbp(t ) and vyp(t ) are assumed to be in proportion to
the concentration of CheA-P [i.e., Cap(t )] and are defined respectively as follows:

vbpðtÞ ¼ fbpCapðtÞ; ð17Þ
vypðtÞ ¼ fypCapðtÞ; ð18Þ

where fbp and fyp (≥0) are invariable coefficients.

3.3 Flagellar Motor Control Component
The rotational direction of the flagellar motor is determined by d(t ), which is calculated from the
CheY-P concentration Cyp(t ) as follows [8]:

dðtÞ ¼ 1 −
CypðtÞh

2:333ðSetCypðtÞÞh þ CypðtÞh
; ð19Þ
Artificial Life Volume 16, Number 2 159
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where SetCyp(t ) is the CheY-P concentration under the unstimulated state in wild bacteria, and the
Hill coefficient h is set at 5.5 [8]. When SetCyp(t ) is set at 1.63 AM, based on previous literature [8],
d0(t ), the resulting d(t ) in the unstimulated state, where Cyp(t ) = SetCyp(t ), is approximately 0.6988.
Under this condition, the bacteria typically tend to be in the swimming state when d(t ) ≥ d0(t ),
whereas they tend to be in the tumbling state when d(t ) < d0(t ) [10]. Therefore, d(t ) decreases with
an increase in Cyp(t ), and the probability of the tumbling state increases. Likewise, d(t ) increases with
a decrease in Cyp(t ), and the probability of the swimming state increases. The direction of the flagellar
rotation is determined using the time constant Ts, and the swimming velocity v is set appropriately.
Additionally, in the tumbling state, the value of v is set at 0 Am/s.

The bacterium cannot always swim straight, and the swimming direction of the cell can change by
27 deg on average from the current direction [2] (see Figure 2). The swimming direction changes
considerably during tumbling. In the computer model, the swimming direction was expressed using
a conic bus bar in which the conic central axis corresponded to the vector of the current swimming
direction and this was changed randomly by the uniform distribution.

3.4 Environmental Model
A bacterium is capable of detecting the spatial gradients of chemicals during its movement. These
gradients in the environment can be expressed by the diffusion equation [2]. In an environment con-
taining a sufficient concentration of chemicals, Catr(r ) and Crpl(r ) depend only on the distance from the
center of the chemical concentration, and they converge exponentially. In the simulation study, chemi-
cal concentration gradients of attractants and repellents, Catr(r ) and Crpl(r ), respectively, are derived
using one of the following two equations based on the diffusion equation:

Ccent highðrÞ ¼
I

4kDrnear
ðr < rnearÞ;

I
4kDr ðrnear ≤ r ≤ rfarÞ;
0 ðr > rfarÞ;

8<
: ð20Þ

Ccent lowðr Þ ¼
0 ðr < rnearÞ;
I

4kD
1

rnear −
1
r

� �
ðrnear ≤ r ≤ rfarÞ;

I
4kDrnear

ðr > rfarÞ;

8><
>: ð21Þ

where Ccent_high(r ) in Equation 20 expresses the chemical environment, so that the concentration of
chemicals increases toward the center of the gradient: that is, the center is in a high-concentration area
160 Artificial Life Volume 16, Number 2
Figure 2. Change in the direction of motion. The swimming direction is expressed using a conic bus bar in which the conic
central axis corresponds to the vector of the present swimming direction, and it is changed randomly with a uniform
distribution. In the simulation, the angle u between the conic central axis and the bus bar was set at 27 deg during swimming
and 103 deg during tumbling.
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(the solid line in Figure 3). Ccent_low (r ) in Equation 21 expresses the environment in which the center is
in a low-concentration area (the dashed line in Figure 3). In both equations, I is the chemical input per unit
time, and D is the diffusion coefficient; here we take I = 5.027 × 10-9 AM/s and D = 1 × 10-3 mm2/s.
Finally, r indicates the distance from the concentration center, and rnear and rfar are two threshold values.
The former is close to the center of the chemical concentration. Catr(t) in Equations 1–4 and Crpl(t ) in
Equations 5–7 are calculated using Equation 20 or 21, depending on r (t ), which is the distance at time t.
To be brief, Catr(t ) and Crpl(t ) indicate Catr(r ) and Crpl(r ) at t.

In the next section, we show computer simulations of bacterial chemotaxis under virtual chemical
environments given by Equation 20 and/or Equation 21.

4 Chemotactic Behavior of Virtual Bacteria

Because the proposed model is expressed using complex nonlinear differential equations, it is dif-
ficult to evaluate its behavior analytically. In addition, most of the coefficients in the system are
unknown, because they cannot be measured by electrophysiological methods commonly used in
molecular biology. Therefore, to perform chemotactic simulations with the proposed model, the
optimal values of coefficients must be chosen. In this study, the coefficients included in the design
of the bacterial model were determined by previous experimental evidence and random search meth-
ods, as explained below.

4.1 Coefficient Settings Based on Experimental Evidence
Coefficients were determined depending on the experimental results [8] as follows:

CapðtÞ þ CaðtÞ ¼ 2:5 AM;
CypðtÞ þ CyðtÞ ¼ 10:0 AM;
CbpðtÞ þ CbðtÞ ¼ 2:0 AM:

ð22Þ

The direction of the flagellar rotation was determined using the time constant Ts = 0.2 s, and the swim-
ming velocity was set at v= 50 Am/s. Additionally, in the tumbling state, the value of vwas set at 0 Am/s.
The angle u between the conic central axis and the bus bar was set at 27 deg during swimming and
103 deg during tumbling.

4.2 Adjustment of the Coefficients Using a Genetic Algorithm
There are 12 invariable coefficients in the transducer component (v12, v21, v23, v34, v43, v12′, v2′1, v3′4′, v4′3′,
v4′1, f41, and f2′3′) and 10 invariable coefficients in the intracellular signal transduction component
Figure 3. Chemical concentration gradients calculated by Equations 20 and 21. The solid line indicates the concentration
gradient given by Equation 20, and the dashed line indicates that given by Equation 21. In our simulation, concentration
gradients of attractants and repellents, Catr(r) and Crpl(r), respectively, are given by Equation 20 or 21.
Artificial Life Volume 16, Number 2 161
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(vb , vy, vyz, fbp, fa, fap, fa′, fap′ , fyp, and kap). Because the CheZ concentration is fixed at Cz(t ) = 20 AM, two
coefficients can be combined into vy′ = vyzCz(t ) + vy. Therefore, the total number of invariable coeffi-
cients isN= 21. We adjusted these values adequately using a genetic algorithm (GA) [11, 23], which is a
type of random search of the relevant solutions and is based on the evolution of actual organisms. The
invariable coefficients were determined based on the concentrations of proteins expressed by the che-
motaxis genes, which describe the characteristics of each protein. The optimal set of coefficients can be
determined by simulating the evolution of the bacterial cell using a binary-coded GA [11]. First, all the
invariable coefficients that are required to be well adjusted are included as the nth (n= 1, 2,… ,N ) gene
in a GA stringXp, where p is the serial number ( p= 1, 2,… , P ) of the individual. The artificial genes for
each population are expressed by l ×N bits, where each coefficient is expressed by l bits of binary code.
The movements of the virtual bacteria reflect uniform numbers for swimming directions that have been
assigned randomly as described in Section 3.3. Therefore, in this study, m patterns of different initial
positions of a virtual bacterium were considered. Additionally, the initial direction of bacterial movement
was changed in the x-y plane, where the angle between the x axis and the direction vector of the bac-
terium was selected from among R different values (see Figure 4). Therefore, considering these con-
ditions here, Q = m × R. After making the above preparations, a GA [11] was employed, and the
procedure used in this study is described below.
ð23Þ

ð24Þ

ð25Þ
• Step 0: Initialization. N individuals of the initial generation were determined randomly with
a uniform distribution. Moreover, the fitness function F(Xp), which is the evaluation
standard of the pth GA individual, is given by

FðXpÞ ¼
FatrðXpÞ þ FrplðXpÞ

2
;

where Fatr(Xp) and Frpl(Xp) are the fitness values for the attractants and repellents,
respectively, and are calculated as follows:

FatrðXpÞ ¼ 1
Q

XQ
q¼1

1
tf

Xtf
t¼1

C ð p;qÞ
atr ðtÞ

C ð p;qÞ
atr ð0Þ

 !
;

FrplðXpÞ ¼ 1
Q

XQ
q¼1

1
tf

Xtf
t¼1

Cmax
rpl − C ð p;qÞ

rpl ðtÞ
Cmax
rpl − C ð p;qÞ

rpl ð0Þ

 !
:

In these equations, Catr
( p,q) (t ) and Crpl

( p,q) (t ) are the concentrations of the attractants and
repellents at time t for the pth individual in the qth condition; these values are calculated
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using Equations 20 and 21, respectively. Catr
( p,q) (0) and Crpl

( p,q) (0) are the concentrations per
unit time of Catr(t ) and Crpl(t ) that a bacterium can sense at the initial position. As an
example, we consider chemical coenvironments using Equation 20 for attractants and
Equation 21 for repellents. Under these settings, Fatr(Xp) increases as the bacterium moves
toward the center of the environment defined by Equation 20, where the concentration
of the attractants increases around the center. Furthermore, Frpl(Xp) also increases as the
bacterium moves toward the center in the environment defined by Equation 21, where
the concentration of repellents decreases around the center. Virtual bacteria with fixed
coefficients were evolved separately for the attractant and repellent concentrations for tf .
Based on the fitness value, the following three steps of (1) selection, (2) crossover, and
(3) mutation were carried out in each generation g = 1, 2,… , G.

• Step 1: Selection. An elite method [11] was employed for the selection of individuals in
every generation. Each individual Xp was arranged in order, based on F(Xp). Then, a
individuals with a large fitness value were selected and saved in the next generation.

• Step 2: Crossover. To generate P − a new individuals, a uniform crossover method was
adopted [11]. Two individuals were selected randomly as parents from P individuals in the
current generation. Overlap was permitted in this selection. Each of the progeny genes of a
new individual was selected from the two parents at identical probabilities. This crossover
was repeated for each of the P − a individuals.

• Step 3: Mutation. The individuals for mutation were selected randomly, based on the
mutation rate h. Each bit value included in the selected h × P individuals was inverted, that
is, 1 turned to 0 and 0 turned to 1.

• Step 4: Update. The procedure from steps 1–3 was repeated for G.
4.3 Reproduction of Chemotaxis by Virtual Bacteria
We performed computer simulations of bacterial evolution using the proposed virtual bacteria. As
described previously, the total number of coefficients was N = 21, where each coefficient was ex-
pressed by l = 8 bits. The number of generations was set at G = 500, and the number of individuals
in a generation was P = 16; we set a = 2 and h = 1 × 10-2. We set the environment of attractants
using Equation 20, and that of repellents using Equation 21. In both equations defining the chemical
concentrations, we set rnear = 20 Am and rfar = 500 Am. In this study, m = 25 patterns of different
initial positions of a virtual bacterium were considered, where the distance from the concentration
center of chemicals on the x-y plane increased in steps of 5 Am in the sequence 150, 155,… , 270 Am
(see Figure 4). Additionally, the angle between the x axis and the direction vector of the bacterium
Figure 5. Evolution of the maximum fitness of the virtual bacteria. Nine trials were performed by changing the initial
parameters, and the changes in maximum fitness were plotted until the 500th generation.
Artificial Life Volume 16, Number 2 163
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was selected from five different values (R = 5): B = 0, 45, 90, 135, and 180 deg (see Figure 4).
Therefore, considering these conditions, Q = 25 × 5 = 125. Simulations were carried out with tf =
100 s. The ranges of the coefficients were determined by trial and error and were as follows: v12, v34,
v12′, v3′4′, f41, f2′3′, kap ∈ [0, 25.5]; v21, v4′3′, vy ∈ [0, 12.75]; v23, v4′1, vb ∈ [0, 1.275]; v43, v2′1, fa, fa′,
fyp ∈ [0, 2.55]; fap, fap′ ∈ [0, 51]; and fbp ∈ [0, 0.85].

Figure 5 shows the changes in the maximum fitness value until the 500th generation, where nine
trials were performed by changing the initial parameters. The maximum fitness increased as the gener-
ation progressed. Figures 6 and 7 show the trajectories of the virtual bacteria in response to the attrac-
tants and repellents, respectively. In these figures, (a) and (b) are the traces of the individuals in the 1st
and 500th generations, respectively, where the filled circles denote the three types of initial positions. In
the computer simulations, the concentrations of repellents as well as those of attractants were increased
around the center of the environment, according to Equation 20.

From both Figures 6 and 7, it can be seen that the virtual bacteria barely moved from their initial
positions in the 1st generation. In contrast, in the 500th generation they moved toward the concentra-
tion center of the attractants and escaped from the concentration center of the repellents. Thus, it was
Figure 6. Trajectories of the virtual bacteria in response to attractants. (a) and (b) are the traces of the individuals in the
1st and 500th generations, respectively, where the filled circles denote the three types of initial positions. In the com-
puter simulations, the concentrations of attractants were increased around the center of the environment, according to
Equation 20.
Figure 7. Trajectories of the virtual bacteria in response to repellents. (a) and (b) are the traces of the individuals in the 1st
and 500th generations, respectively, where the filled circles denote the three types of initial positions. In the computer
simulations, the concentrations of repellents as well as those of attractants were increased around the center of the envi-
ronment, according to Equation 20.
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verified that bacterial chemotaxis to attractants and repellents could be reproduced by the virtual bac-
teria using an evolved set of coefficients.
4.4 Analysis of Chemotaxis of Virtual Bacteria
We analyzed the chemotactic responses of the virtual bacteria from the following three viewpoints:
(1) temporal behaviors, (2) chemotactic responses to chemical concentrations, and (3) chemotactic
responses to multiple stimuli.

We first analyzed the accumulation of the virtual bacteria with respect to elapsed time. In this sim-
ulation, 300 virtual bacteria with identical coefficients were set randomly within an area on the x-y plane:
−300 Am< x < 300 Am and −300 Am< y < 300 Am. To investigate the time course of the chemotactic
responses to attractants and repellents, virtual bacteria within the radii from the concentration center
were counted every 5 s for 100 s. The responses of virtual bacteria to attractants and repellents (whose
concentrations were determined again by Equations 20 and 21, respectively: that is, the attractant was
mostly concentrated at the center, whereas the repellent was in the outer areas) are shown in Figure 8 as
the time course of the distribution of 300 bacterial cells. It can be observed that the numbers of virtual
bacteria moving toward the center increased with time and that this number became stable after a cer-
tain period, when the population within the area did not change drastically. This indicates that each
virtual bacterium could show chemotactic responses to the attractants and repellents identical to those
of an actual living bacterium.

We next investigated bacterial accumulation corresponding to the concentration of the attractants
by comparing it with the actual responses. The chemotaxis of actual bacteria was measured exper-
imentally using E. coli strain EJ500. The procedures of chemotaxis assay and computer analysis es-
sentially followed a reported method [21], that is described in the Appendix. In this assay, to quantify
the chemotactic behavior toward the attractant, bacterial accumulation was recorded using the
phase-contrast microscope (magnification ×300) with the focus maintained at the mouth of the
Figure 8. Time course of chemotactic responses of the virtual bacteria: (a) response to attractants; (b) response to re-
pellents. The virtual bacteria within the radii from the concentration center were counted every 5 s for 100 s. There were
300 virtual bacteria in each simulation.
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capillary. On the other hand, computer simulations corresponding to the above experiments by us-
ing virtual bacteria were also carried out. We used a concentration gradient in which the maximum
concentration at the center of the attractant was set at 20 AM. Initially, 200 virtual bacteria were
placed at 2.5-Am intervals on the x axis at positions ranging from 0 (the center of the attractant)
to 500 Am. The initial direction of motion was set randomly. After the predetermined duration, only
virtual bacteria whose distance from the center of the attractant was within 120 Am were counted as
individuals that had moved toward the center of the attractant. Figure 9a and b show the changes in
the number of the actual and virtual bacteria that accumulated in the attractant locality as a function
of time. In both results, increases of population around the attractant were observed with time,
although there was a difference in the accumulation speed. Additionally, after a certain period the
accumulated population tended to a steady state and did not change: This was common to both
actual and virtual bacteria.

Bacterial accumulation around attractants was then investigated in more detail. As in the previ-
ous simulation shown in Figure 8, 300 virtual bacteria with identical coefficients were set randomly
within an area on the x-y plane: −300 Am < x < 300 Am and −300 Am < y < 300 Am. The number
of bacterial cells within a radius of 100 Am from the concentration center was counted after 100 s.
The maximum value at the concentration center of the attractants was changed, and simulation ex-
periments were executed with 12 different chemical concentrations ranging from 0.02 to 120 AM,
where the standard concentration was set at 20 AM. Figure 10 shows the change in bacterial accu-
mulation corresponding to the change in the concentration of the attractants, where the mean value
and the standard deviation of five trials have been plotted. From Figure 10, it can be seen that
Figure 9. Chemotactic responses to attractants in the actual and virtual bacteria. (a) Response of the actual E. coli to 1 × 10-3M
of L-serine. (b) Response of the virtual bacteria to a concentration gradient of the attractant in which the maximum con-
centration was 20 AM.
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the bacterial accumulation near the attractants increased with the attractant concentration and
then gradually decreased after exceeding a peak value. Figure 11 shows the responses of the actual
bacteria to a chemoattractant, namely L-serine. The number of bacterial cells was counted after
180 s. In this figure, the mean value and the standard deviation of five trials have been plotted.
Comparing Figure 11 with Figure 10, it can be observed that the responses of actual and virtual
bacteria were similar.

Finally, the chemotactic responses of virtual bacteria to multiple stimuli were examined in experi-
ments involving both attractants and repellents. The chemical concentrations of attractants and re-
pellents in the environments were both determined by Equation 20, where rnear = 20 Am and rfar =
500 Am for the attractants and rnear = 20 Am and rfar = 300 Am for the repellents. Thus, both
the attractants and repellents were included within a circle with a radius of 300 Am, whereas only
the attractants were included between the two circles with radii 300 and 500 Am. In this chemical
environment, 300 individuals with identical coefficients were set randomly in an area on the x-y
plane: −300 Am < x < 300 Am and −300 Am < y < 300 Am. Because the swimming velocity
was 50 Am/s, it would take at least 6 s to swim 300 Am even if any change in the swimming di-
rection were neglected. The bacterial responses were then observed by plotting the position of each
individual at time t = 0, 10, 50, and 100 s. From Figure 12, it can be observed that the virtual
bacteria approached the boundary between the attractants and repellents. These results indicate that
the bacterial response could be controlled roughly by the chemical stimuli in the environment.
Figure 10. Concentration-dependent response of the virtual bacteria to attractants. The number of bacterial cells within a
radius of 100 Am from the concentration center was counted after 100 s. The maximum value at the concentration center of
the attractants was changed, and simulation experiments were executed with 12 different chemical concentrations ranging
from 0.02 to 120 AM, where the standard concentration was set at 20 AM. The mean and standard deviation of five trials in
each concentration setting are plotted.
Figure 11. Concentration-dependent response of the actual E. coli to the attractant, L-serine. The number of bacterial
cells was counted after 180 s, and the mean and standard deviation of five trials are plotted.
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5 Mobile Robot Control Based on Bacterial Chemotaxis

Since the effectiveness and validity of the virtual bacterium were confirmed using a series of com-
puter simulations, we applied it here to a mobile robot control problem. If a mobile robot using the
bacterial algorithm (virtual bacteria) modeling the bacterial chemotactic response shows chemotactic
behavior similar to that observed in actual bacteria, this indicates that the biomimetic control of
artificial machines has been achieved.

As the first step of biomimetic control, we utilized a mobile robot that could run in the horizontal
plane. Therefore, it was necessary to reduce the swimming movement (three-dimensional) to a running
movement (two-dimensional) of the robot, although the intracellular information processing was the
same as that in the simulation. Because the motor control model used in the computer simulation
could not be directly applied to robot control, we partially modified the model prior to use. In the
robot control experiments, we presented the stimulation condition by the color pattern of the floor
instead of chemical materials. The robots sensed this external stimulation and its concentration as an
168 Artificial Life Volume 16, Number 2
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Figure 12. Time course of chemotactic responses of the virtual bacteria to attractants and repellents. In this experiment
300 individuals with identical coefficients were set randomly in an area on the x-y plane:−300 Am< x < 300 Am and −300 Am<
y < 300 Am. The position of each individual is shown at four time points: (a) t= 0 s, (b) t= 10 s, (c) t= 50 s, and (d) t= 100 s
The chemical concentrations of attractants and repellents in the environments were both determined by Equation 20, where
rnear = 20 Am and rfar = 500 Am for the attractants, and rnear = 20 Am and rfar = 300 Am for the repellents.
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optical stimulation and processed the information according to the intracellular model for chemotactic
response.

5.1 Structure of the Mobile Robot
In these experiments, we used the Rug Warrior Pro Mobile Robot Kit (A. K. Peters, Ltd., Natick, MA,
USA) for the robot. The Rug Warrior has a circular body approximately 160 mm in diameter and is
equipped with two 6-V gear motors that drive two wheels (approximately 60 mm in diameter) inde-
pendently, a MC68HC11A1 microcontroller (Motorola Ltd., Schaumberg, IL, USA) as a CPU, and a
photosensor for environmental searching (see Figure 13a). Programs for Rug Warrior are written in the
programming language Interactive C, and the code is downloaded to the robot via a serial port. The
robot could calculate intracellular signal processing, but the processing speed of the CPU decreased
when this was done. Therefore, all signal-processing calculations were performed on a desktop com-
puter and transmitted to the robot at a sampling frequency of 1 kHz.

The mobile robot moved on a board with an area of 1.82 m × 1.82 m; a shading pattern was drawn
on this board to represent the gradient of the attractant or repellent concentration (see Figure 13b)
instead of Equations 20 and 21 in the previous computer simulation. The shaded pattern consisted
of concentric circles with a 13-step gradation at 0.07-m intervals, where the smallest circle had a radius
of 0.07 m; the shading became darker toward the center of the pattern. The robot searched for the
location where the degree of shading was the lowest in its operational space. Thus, the robot measured
the degree of shading on the floor surface using a photosensor and converted this into a virtual chemical
concentration. The concentration set virtually on the board, roboCchem(r ), was calculated using the fol-
lowing equation:

roboCchemðr Þ ¼ Cmax
chem

SðrÞ − Smin

Smax − Smin

� �
; ð26Þ

where Cchem
max (chem ∈ {atr, rpl}) is the maximum concentration of the attractant or repellent. S(r ) de-

notes the value of the photosensor at the current distance r (t ) from the center of the chemical concen-
tration; Smax, the value at the center of the board; and Smin, the lowest value on the board. In these
Figure 13. Mobile robot and its experimental environment. (a) The robot was equipped with a CPU chip (MC68HC11A1,
Motorola Ltd.) and a photosensor. It could calculate virtual intracellular signal processing after an operational program had
been installed. (b) Overhead view of an experiment field for mobile robot control. The robot moved on a board with an area
of 1.82 m × 1.82 m; a shading pattern was drawn on this board to represent the gradient of the attractant or repellent
concentration. The shaded pattern consisted of concentric circles with a 13-step gradation at 0.07-m intervals, where
the smallest circle had a radius of 0.07 m; the shading became darker toward the center of the pattern.
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experiments, we considered an environment with attractant and set Catr
max at 20 AM. Using Equation 26,

we could deal with a concentric circle with a 13-step gradation on the board, as with the chemical con-
centration. In this environment, the autonomous mobility of the robot was examined using the model
of chemotaxis in E. coli.
5.2 Model of the Mobile Robot
Figure 14 shows the model of the mobile robot used in the experiments. Aw was the world co-
ordinate system fixed in the environment, and Ac was the moving coordinate system whose origin
was set at the midpoint between the two wheels of the robot, with its x axis oriented along the
direction of the motion. Thus, the following generalized coordinates of the robot could be selected:
the position (x, y) and orientation angle robou of Ac with respect to Aw.

The angular velocities of the right and left wheels were denoted as vR, vL, respectively, and the
translational velocity in the x direction and the rotational velocity of the mobile robot were denoted
as v and N, respectively. The relationship between the driving velocity vector u = (v, N)T and the
wheel velocity vector s = (vR, vL )

T was obtained by the following equations:

u ¼ Ks; ð27Þ

K ¼ �L

1
2

1
2

2
W � 2

W

2
4

3
5; ð28Þ

where L is the radius of the wheels and W is the distance between the right and left wheels (see
Figure 14). Since the relationship between s and u is always a one-to-one correspondence, u was
selected as the system input. Therefore, the mobile robot was controlled by the angular velocities of
the right and left wheels, that is, vR, vL.

The mobile robot could exhibit only two types of behavior: swimming (translational movement) and
tumbling (turning movement). In the swimming behavior, the robot moved straight in the current di-
rection robou with a translational velocity of 0.2076 m/s for 0.5 s (N = 0). Alternatively, in the tumbling
Figure 14. Motor control model of the mobile robot with two wheels. Aw is the world coordinate system fixed in the
environment, and Ac is the moving coordinate system whose origin was set at the midpoint between the two wheels of
the robot, with its x axis oriented along the direction of the motion. L is the radius of the wheels, and W is the distance
between them. The generalized coordinates of the mobile robot can be selected as the position (x, y) and orientation
anglerobou of Ac with respect to Aw. The angular velocities of the right and left wheels are denoted as vR, vL, respectively.
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behavior, the robot selected the next swimming direction randomly and turned toward the selected
direction for 1 s (v = 0). Considering the computational load, the direction was selected from only
10 different directions that were determined by dividing 360 deg equally. To change the attractant con-
centration, swimming was performed compulsorily after every tumbling behavior. Furthermore, to re-
produce the behaviors of the actual bacteria, which are influenced by random noises in the environment,
the rotational direction of the flagellar motor was determined according to a state transition model, as
shown in Figure 15. This corresponds with assigning the swimming direction uniform numbers ran-
domly in the computer simulation. In this model, we set 0.5 > g ≥ 1.0. Under this setting, the mobile
robot typically tended to exhibit swimming behavior when d(t ) ≥ d0(t ) (see Figure 15a), whereas it ex-
hibited tumbling behavior when d(t ) < d0(t ) (see Figure 15b). In this way, the probability of exhibiting
the tumbling state was reduced with a decrease in the state-transition probability g.
5.3 Regulation of Coefficients for the Mobile Robot
We regulated the coefficients for the mobile robot using the same GA method described in Sec-
tion 4.2. However, because more time was required to regulate the coefficients of intracellular signal
processing while controlling the real robot, the experiment with the robot was conducted using the
evolved coefficients employed in the computer simulations and physical conditions that were almost
identical to the actual environment. The coefficients included in the velocity of the robot and the
degrees of shading in the pattern were measured using a photosensor attached to the robot.

At first, we set the virtual chemical concentrations (AM) of proteins, Ca, Cap, Cb, Cbp, Cy, and Cyp, at
random numbers that satisfied Equation 22. In this experiment, to reduce the calculation load on the
CPU, the processing system for the repellents was excluded (v12′ = v2′1 = v3′4′ = v4′3′ = v4′1 = f2′3′ =
fap′ = fa′ = 0). Consequently, the total number of coefficients in the computer model was N = 13. The
evolution for tf = 120 s was executed for each individual with l = 8 bits, G = 200, P = 16, and a
repetition number Q = 125 by changing the initial values using random numbers with a uniform dis-
tribution. The range for each coefficient was determined experimentally from preliminary experiments
as follows: v12, v34, vy′, f41, kap∈ [5.9, 14.1]; v23, vb, fbp, fyp∈ [0, 2.05]; v43, fa∈ [0, 13.05]; v21∈ [1.9, 10.1];
and fap ∈ [15.9, 24.01]. The initial values of each coefficient were set randomly within the search range,
and g was set to 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0. The maximum fitness after evolution (in the 200th
generation of the GA) improved with an increase in g, whereas the standard deviations of multiple trials
increased (Figure 16).

In the next subsection, we examine the movements of mobile robots using these coefficients and
evaluate the effects of the GA-based coefficient regulation and g value.
Figure 15. State transition model of the flagellar motor. This corresponds with assigning the swimming direction uniform
numbers randomly in the computer simulation. In this model, we defined 0.5 > g ≥ 1.0. Under these settings, (a) the
robot typically tended to exhibit swimming behavior when d(t) ≥ d0(t); (b) the robot exhibited tumbling behavior when
d(t) < d0(t).
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5.4 Experimental Results
We examined the mobile robot control using coefficients regulated by the GA. At first, to confirm
the effect of GA-based coefficient regulation, we used both evolved and non-evolved sets of coef-
ficients. Figure 17a and b show the trajectories of the robot using coefficients in the 1st and 200th
generations, where g = 0.8. These trajectories were measured for 30 s using a stereo camera system
(QuickMag, OKK Inc., Tokyo, Japan) hanging from the ceiling. In these experiments, the concen-
tration of attractants increased around the center of the environment. S1 and S2 denote the initial
positions of the robot in different trials. Each point on the trajectories represents the position of the
robot at 1 s. Comparing Figure 17a and b, we see that the robot using an evolved set of coefficients
followed the concentration, that is, it could reproduce bacterial chemotaxis well, whereas the robot
using a non-evolved set of coefficients could not. This indicates the importance of appropriate set-
tings of coefficients.

Subsequently, to evaluate the influence of the g value on the mobile robots movements, we used
three sets of evolved coefficients obtained under different values of g. Figure 18a, b, and c show the
trajectories of the mobile robot using coefficients obtained under g = 0.6, g = 0.8, and g = 1.0,
respectively. These results indicate that the tendency of the robot to approach the center of attrac-
tant concentration became stronger with an increase in g. This tendency well reflected the increase
Figure 16. The g dependence of the maximum fitness of the GA in the 200th generation for regulation of the coefficient
setting for mobile robot control. The mean and standard deviation of 10 trials at each value of the state transition probability
g are shown. In coefficient regulation using the GA, the initial values of each coefficient were set randomly within the search
range, and g was increased from 0.5 to 1.0.
Figure 17. Comparison of mobile robot trajectories in relation to attractants, considering the evolution of coefficients. The
trajectories were measured for 30 s using a stereo camera system (QuickMag, OKK Inc.) hanging from the ceiling, and S
denotes the initial position of each robot. Each point on the trajectories represents the position of the robot at 1 s. The
coefficients in (a) were in the 1st generation of GA, while those in (b) were in the 200th generation, where g = 0.8.
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of fitness values in the GA described in the previous subsection (see Figure 16). Therefore, we can
state that the bacterial chemotaxis model functioned to some extent in the actual environment, re-
gardless of the existence of unknown noises.

Finally, we examined the movements of the robot from various initial positions and postures. The
initial positions of the robot were set on the circumference of circles with five different radii starting
from 0.42 m at 0.07-m intervals, and the initial postures were set in eight directions from 0 deg at
45-deg intervals. Thus, we conducted 5 × 8 = 40 trials; g was set at 0.8, and the same set of coeffi-
cients evolved for 200 generations using a GA was used in each trial. A set of coefficient values
obtained after the 200th GA generation under g = 0.8 and used in Figures 17b and 18b, is shown
in Table 1. The numbers of trials that were conducted using the robot within a circle of radius 0.42 m
(the center region of chemical concentration) were counted every 5 s. The results of the 40 trials can be
considered as the results for 40 distinct robots. Figure 19 shows these results. The figure confirms that
the robot could reach the attractant area eventually, regardless of the initial position and posture, using
an evolved set of coefficients. In this setting (g = 0.8), the number of robots within the attractant area
Artificial Life Volume 16, Number 2 173
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Figure 18. Comparison of mobile robot trajectories to attractants for various g values. The trajectories were measured
for 20 s using a stereo camera system as in Figure 17. The solid lines denote the trajectories of the robot started at S1,
and the dashed lines denote those of the robot started at S2. Each point on the trajectories represents the position of the
robot at 1 s. The g values used in experiments were (a) g = 0.6, (b) g = 0.8, and (c) g = 1.0. In all experiments, we used
coefficients obtained in the 200th generation of the GA.
Table 1. A set of 13 coefficient values included in the bacterial intracellular model for mobile robot control. These value
were obtained after the 200th genetic algorithm generation under g = 0.8 and used in Figures 17b and 18b. To reduce
the calculation load on the CPU, the coefficients for the repellents, v12′, v2′1, v3′4′, v4′3′, v4′1, f2′3′, fap′ , and fa′, were set to 0
Transducer components

Intracellular signal

transduction components
Symbol
 Value
 Symbol
 Value
v12
 11.40
 vb
 0.25
v21
 11.10
 vy′
 8.75
v23
 0.60
 fbp
 0.17
v34
 15.80
 fa
 5.55
v43
 4.00
 fap
 27.20
f41
 2.20
 fyp
 0.51
kap
 22.10
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was not 40. Once robots reached the center of attractant, they moved from place to place as shown in
Figure 18b. As a result, some robots were observed in the area without attractants. This swarming be-
havior might be similar to that of actual bacteria.
6 Conclusion

The ultimate goal of our research is to develop “real” artificial machines that are able to respond ade-
quately to a diverse range of situations, displaying complex or autonomous behaviors. We work under
the hypothesis that this goal is achievable if the environmental recognition mechanisms occurring nat-
urally in living organisms (or even simplified versions of them) can be implemented in those machines.
We established the following steps to realize the biomimetic control of artificial machines: (1) modeling
the responses to environments in living organisms and evaluating the computer model through a series
of simulations, and (2) evaluating the validity of the computer model of living organisms as a motor-
control algorithm through motor-control experiments of artificial machines using the model.

In this article, we have focused on the chemotactic response of E. coli and have constructed a com-
puter model known as virtual bacteria, based on molecular evidence. Two main results were obtained
using our computer simulations. First, we proved that the virtual bacteria could reproduce chemotactic
responses to attractants and repellents. Second, we showed that chemical conditions had a clear influ-
ence on the behavior of these virtual bacteria. A sort of adaptive behavior to their environment in the
course of time was also realized.

Then, we applied the model of the bacterial intracellular signal processing to control mobile robots.
In doing so, we verified experimentally that such robots can indeed realize “living” behaviors such as
bacterial chemotaxis. The control system of the robots is implemented in software and executed using a
microprocessor, while a bacterial system is a wet computing system. However, our results on robot
control suggest that the two systems are essentially equivalent to each other and that biological infor-
mation processing can be applicable to the control problems of artificial machines. In particular, the
possibility of robot control based on the phosphorylation-dephosphorylation reaction of protein was
confirmed. This means that even microrobot control is achievable using chemical chips based on pro-
tein reactions. From this point of view, our success in biomimetic control is only an example, but rep-
resents a major step in studies on artificial life.

Information processing by living organisms involves greatly diverse aspects. In parallel with the bac-
terial model, we have developed models of two other organisms [16, 17, 28, 29]. One is the paramecium
[32], a unicellular organism that processes stimulation information by electrical signals, and the other
Figure 19. Chemotactic responses of the mobile robots. The initial positions of the robots were set on the circumfer-
ences of circles with five different radii starting from 0.42 m at 0.07-m intervals, and the initial postures were set in eight
directions from 0 deg at 45-deg intervals. Thus, we conducted 40 trials; g was set at 0.8, and the same set of coefficients
evolved for 200 generations by using a GA was used in each trial. The number of trials that were conducted using the
robot within a circle of radius 0.42 m (the center region of chemical concentration) was counted at every 5 s. The results
of 40 trials can be considered as the results of 40 distinct robots.
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is the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans [30, 31], which has both neuronal circuits for information process-
ing and muscles for complicated movements. Thus, we aim to arrange several types of information-
processing algorithms of living organisms systematically, from a protozoan to a multicellular organism,
and enable artificial machines to adopt the most suitable method, among various algorithms, depending
on the specific problems they face or are designed to face.
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Appendix: Chemotaxis Assay and Computer Analysis

The procedures used in this study were described previously [21]. Bacteria were grown overnight in
nutrient broth (Difco) in a 25-mL tubes at 37°C with shaking (100 to 250 rpm), inoculated into fresh
medium (a 1% inoculum), and then incubated to the exponential phase of growth. Bacterial cells were
harvested by centrifugation in a 2-mL Eppendorf tube for 1 min at 8,000g at room temperature, and
the pellet was gently resuspended in 1 mL of chemotaxis medium (10 mM potassium phosphate buffer
(pH 7.0) and 0.1 mM potassium EDTA). Bacterial cells were centrifuged and resuspended in chemo-
taxis medium to a concentration of ca. 6 × 108 cells/mL [21]. For microscopic observation of bacterial
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motility, a small chamber was formed by laying a U-shaped glass tube (0.5 mm in diameter) as a spacer
between two cover-slips and mounted on the stage of an IMT-2 inverted dark-field microscope (Olym-
pus Co., Tokyo, Japan). Glass capillary tubes with internal diameters of 10–40 Am were prepared from
micro-injection glass tubing using a microcapillary puller. Attracting agar was made by adding 1.5% agar
to a chemotaxis medium containing an attractant such as L-serine and kept molten at 60°C. The glass
capillary was plunged into a test tube containing attractant agar. The preferred length of the column of
attractant agar in the capillary was about 10 ± 3 mm. Neither end of the capillary was sealed. After the
exterior of the capillary had been rinsed quickly with distilled water, it was inserted carefully into the
chamber on the stage of the IMT-2 microscope and moved to a particular position in the field of a
microscopic view using a joystick micromanipulator (MN-151, Narishige Co., Tokyo, Japan). Bacterial
cells in a 20-AL suspension were placed on a cover-slip. The cover-slip was immediately placed upside
down on the U-shaped spacer to fill the chamber with the suspension. To quantify any chemotactic
behavior toward the attractant, bacterial accumulation was video-recorded through a phase-contrast
microscope (magnification ×300) with the focus maintained at the mouth of the capillary. A distance
of 40 pixels in the video image was equivalent to a length of 10 Am at a magnification of ×300.
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